We consider the question:
Our first theorem continues this series of statements.
Theorem 1. Let Y be a dense subspace of the product MN1 of K, copies of a separable metric space M. Then Y is normal if Y is collectionwise normal.
Our second theorem gives a negative (though under additional assumption) answer to the question of Arhangel'skii:
Is it true that every normal dense subspace of a product of separable metric spaces must be collectionwise normal? 
Clearly (b) implies (c). So it remains to prove (c)a(a).
To do this we assume c = 2'
and construct for an arbitrary separable metric space A4 consisting of more than one point a hereditarily normal dense subspace Y of MC which contains a discrete subset F, IFI = T. We take an arbitrary metrizable compact zero-dimensional uncountable space X for the set of coordinates of the product MX. Then IX]=c [3, Exercise 3.12.111. Denote by C(X, M) the set of all continuous functions from X into M. C(X, M) can be represented in a natural way as a dense subspace of MX. We shall embed a set F of cardinality T into M x in such a way that F will be a discrete subspace of MX and the space Y = F u C(X, M) will be hereditarily normal.
Lemma 5. Let X be a first countable compact space. Then for any closed set K c X"
there is a countable family of closed sets K, c X" such that Here by 7~~ we denote the projection from X" onto the ith copy of X.
Proof. By induction on n. If n = 1, then every closed set K c X either is countable or has cardinality c [3, Exercise 3.12.111, i.e., it satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. Now we suppose that the conclusion is true for closed sets in X"-' and prove it for X".
Let K be a closed set in X". If for i = 1,. . . , n, GT,K has cardinality c, then K itself can be taken for the only element of the required family. If for some t, TT,K is a countable set {x, , x2, . . .} c X, then K is a union of a countable family of closed sets K, = K n (XI-' x {x,} x Xn-'). By the induction hypothesis for every K, there is a countable family of closed sets Kym in X'-' X(X,} xXn-' such that K, = U:=, K,, andfori=l,...,t-l,t+l,...,nset~,K,,eitherconsistsofonepoint or has cardinality c.
Clearly the family {K,, : q, m = 1,2,. . .} is a required one. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0
Lemma 6. Let X be a metrizable compact space of cardinality c. Then there exist two subsets P, and P, OJ'X with the following properties:
(1) Pan P, =8.
(2) 7he set X" = X\( POu P,) has cardinality c. 
We also pick a point x2 E X\(P,(a) u P,(a) u Qa).
At the end of this process we obtain disjoint sets P(a), LY cc, j = 0, 1 and {x~:cr<c}suchthatforeveryc-u~cands~{O,1}"~,P,,(a)x~~~~P.,,~ (a)nK,Z0. Then the sets
P,=U{P,((Y): a<c}, P,=u{P,(a): (Y-CC} u and X*=

X\(P,u P,) =) (x2: a cc} satisfy (l)-(3)
and this completes the proof of the lemma. q
Proof of Theorem 2 (continued).
Let us describe the embedding of a set F of cardinality T into the product MX. As we have assumed, M consists of more than one point, so we pick two different points z0 and z, in M. We also assume 2' = c so there is a mapping 4 from X" onto the family exp F of all subsets of F. For x~X,f~F,letf(x)=z,ifx~P~;f(x)=z,ifx~P~;f(x)=z~ifx~X*andf~~(x);
f(x) = zr if x E X" and f~ 4(x). The embedding of a set F into MX is completely described. Now we shall prove that the space Y = Fu C(X, M) is hereditarily normal, i.e., , = B n F, B, = B n C(X, M) . Clearly if we find sets S,, , S,2, Sz, , S,, in X such that ms,,Ai and rrs,, B, are separated, then the sets TEA and rs B will also be separated, where S=S,,US,~US~,US~~.
So it is sufficient to find sets S,, i, j=l,2.
We first consider subsets A, and B, in F. There is a point x* E X* such that 4(x*) = A,. Sets A, and B, are disjoint because they are separated and, according to the description of the embedding F into MX we gave above, f(x*) = zi iffE A, and f(x*) = z,, iffE B, , so we can take a one-pointed set {x*} as S,, . The only fact we need here is that A, and B, are disjoint subsets of F, therefore we have also proved that F is a discrete subspace of MX.
To find a set Sz2 let us note that the space C(X, M) c MX has a countable network, therefore it is hereditarily normal and, according to Lemma 4, for a pair of separated sets A2 and B2 in C(X, M) a required countable set S12 in X exists. Now we pass on to the sets A, and B,. If we find a required countable set S,2, then S,, can be found by analogy.
Clearly if there are countable sets S, and Sz in X such that rTTSIAI n TV, B, = rszA, n TOMB, = 0, then set S, u S2 can be taken for a required Si2.
We first show that the countable set S, exists. The subspace C(X, M) of MX has a countable network, B2c C(X, M), therefore Bz satisfies the Lindelijf property. There is a countable number of compact sets K,, in X"? such that E, c lJ, K,, c EY c X", and xi f xj for every x = (x, , . . . , x,J E K,,, i Zj. Let %, = { W(x; O(,,): x E K,,}, %* = IJ,, Qrr. Clearly % c %*. Thus we have proved that the space Y = F u C(X, M) is hereditarily normal and F is its discrete subspace. The proof is complete. 0
